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The hot star of hoops, ads, movies, and music videos gives his multitude of fans a no-holds-barred

account of everything they want to know: game play-by-plays, assessments of major personalities,

what it takes to turn pro, and more. Illustrated with 16 pages of never-before-seen photographs.
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This book is so perfectly Shaq. If you imagine the narration in his "Shaq voice" it is thoroughly

enjoyable. It is also an interesting insight into the world of professional basketball through the eyes

of a young superstar. Like any young adult he sometimes says things that make you palm your

face. He also shares how is unique upbringing and work ethic led him to the career he ended up

having.

I've always dug Shaq. without a doubt He is the Greatest Basketball Player Ever&I dig how He

carrys himself&speaks his mind&yet keeps Humor&stays down to earth. this Book shows a Brother

who has stayed grounded through it all.Props always to the King of Basketball SHAQUILLE

O'NEAL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I hope He can bring a Championship to Miami.no matter what Shaq is the

Baddest Cat on the Basketball Court.

I first read this book when I was eleven years old. I read it twice that year, and I'd sometimes read

passages from it to pump myself up before a basketball game. Living in Australia, and without the

Internet, I didn't know much about the NBA, but this book taught me a great deal.I'm re-reading it



now, and I'm surprised at how much I am enjoying it. Shaq has come a long way since then, and

reading his comments on how he saw things when he first came in is interesting and illumining. The

tone is relaxed and chatty, and there are plenty of funny and insightful anecdotes. This book is a

gem, and at less than a dollar (second-hand), it's a must read for any basketball fan.
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